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The latest marketing technology introductions, feature

updates, and acquisitions 



In comparison to last quarter, new product announcements

were down 49%, and feature announcements were down

22%.   

Acquisitions were up 19% with 31 acquisitions across 22

categories in Q3.

Investment in MarTech companies this quarter was $1.9B,

and overall down 39% over the last quarter. See more

details on where investments were made on page 21.

To receive our weekly new product update and future

issues of this report please subscribe to the CabinetM

newsletter. Vendors, we encourage you to send your

product and feature announcements to

eross@cabinetm.com.
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Q3 2023 NEW PRODUCTS BY CATEGORY

ADVERTISING BY CHANNEL
Simpli.fi announced ZTV, an addition to its comprehensive

suite of CTV advertising solutions that brings together the

worlds of linear TV and digital.

Madison Logic launched ABM Connected TV, a new digital

channel that harnesses the company’s data-driven approach

to more precisely target and surround buyers wherever they

are.

AdCellerant announced Addressable Streaming TV, a

solution that combines large-screen, TV-sized devices’

unparalleled brand awareness-building capabilities with

micro-targeting precision and foot traffic attribution.

ADVERTISING: AD SERVING

& MANAGEMENT
Instreamatic launched a Contextual CTV Ads platform that

enables brands to take the audio from a single ad and

automatically create thousands of contextually-targeted ad

variations with state-of-the-art speech quality.

ANALYTICS: BEHAVIORAL
Wiland announced Wiland View, an innovative suite of data

products built using the largest set of detailed individual-

level spending signals.

Recruitics introduced VISiON analytics, an AI-powered

recruitment data analytics platform.

https://www.cabinetm.com/product/simplifi/ztv
https://www.cabinetm.com/product/madison-logic/abm-connected-tv
https://www.cabinetm.com/product/madison-logic/abm-connected-tv
https://www.cabinetm.com/product/adcellerant/adcellerant-addressable-streaming-tv
https://www.cabinetm.com/product/instreamatic/contextual-ctv-ads
https://www.cabinetm.com/product/wiland/wiland-view
https://www.cabinetm.com/product/recruitics/vision
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Q3 2023 NEW PRODUCTS BY CATEGORY

ANALYTICS: BUSINESS

INTELLIGENCE
Hightouch announced a Customer 360 Toolkit that enables

data analysts to build unified customer profiles on top of

their raw customer data without months of engineering

effort.

Qualtrics announced Digital Experience Analytics, a solution

that enables organizations to create a visual replay of

consumers’ behavior during their web experience, capturing

key frustration signals like error clicks, rage clicks, and mouse

thrashes.

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
Adobe announced Adobe GenStudio, a solution that

combines the best of content ideation, creation, production

and activation to revolutionize the enterprise content supply

chain with the power of generative AI.

Resemble AI released Resemble Detect, a deepfake audio

detector that analyzes audio across all forms of media and

against all modern generative AI speech synthesis solutions.

Instoried announced Cathie.ai, an AI-based Video

Generation and Analysis Tool that allows users to analyze

existing videos and quickly generate videos using text

prompts.

Deepdub launched Deepdub GO, an AI-powered audio-

video localization and creation platform for businesses,

advertising agencies, online learning platforms, and content

creators.

https://www.cabinetm.com/product/hightouch/hightouch-customer-360-toolkit
https://www.cabinetm.com/product/qualtrics/qualtrics-digital-experience-analytics-dxa
https://www.cabinetm.com/product/adobe/adobe-genstudio
https://www.cabinetm.com/product/resemble-ai/resemble-detect
https://www.cabinetm.com/product/instoried/cathieai
https://www.cabinetm.com/product/deepdub/deepdub-go
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Q3 2023 NEW PRODUCTS BY CATEGORY

PresentationGPT launched as an AI-Powered presentation

generator that helps students and professionals create high

quality presentations using AI.

Vidnoz announced Vidnoz AI, a free AI video generator that

helps people easily make videos faster than ever before.

Idomoo unveiled Lucas, an AI video director that creates a

video in seconds based on only a simple text prompt.

ParagraphAI released an enhanced iOS and Android AI

keyboard designed to eliminate miscommunication.

Appy Pie launched its AI Video Generator tool that helps

creators of all skill levels convert plain text to dynamic videos.

iMerit introduced Ango Hub, an end-to-end enterprise-

grade technology platform designed to deliver a full suite of

data annotation tools for AI teams.

Typeset launched its generative platform for visual

communication that turns written text into fully designed

content.

Stability AI launched Stable Audio, a tool that uses the

latest generative AI techniques to deliver faster, higher-

quality music via an easy-to-use web interface.

Photoboutique released its generative AI app that offers

users the ability to effortlessly create stunning headshots,

magical avatars, and captivating portraits.

Quickads.ai launched its AI-Ad Generator platform that

creates effortless ads for all your campaigns.

AIrticle-flow launched its SaaS AI content generation

product that assists users in creating high-quality, unique,

and relevant content efficiently and effortlessly.

https://www.cabinetm.com/product/presentationgpt/presentationgpt
https://www.cabinetm.com/product/vidnoz/vidnoz-ai
https://www.cabinetm.com/product/idomoo/lucas
https://www.cabinetm.com/product/paragraphai/paragraphai-keyboard
https://www.cabinetm.com/product/appy-pie/appy-pie-ai-video-generator
https://www.cabinetm.com/product/imerit/ango-hub
https://www.cabinetm.com/product/typeset/typeset
https://www.cabinetm.com/product/stability-ai/stable-audio
https://www.cabinetm.com/product/photoboutique/photoboutique
https://www.cabinetm.com/product/quickads/quickads
https://www.cabinetm.com/product/airticle-flow/airticle-flow
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Q3 2023 NEW PRODUCTS BY CATEGORY

BUSINESS MANAGEMENT
AnotherZero launched its all-in-one business management

tool designed to streamline operations and enhance

productivity.

CONTACT CENTER SYSTEMS

& ADMINISTRATION
RingCentral launched RingCX™, a native, intelligent contact

center that combines RingCentral’s flagship unified

communications with contact center, plus generative AI

capabilities.

CONTENT MANAGEMENT

SYSTEM (CMS)
Yext released Yext Content, a headless CMS built on a

foundation of AI and knowledge graph technology that

provides companies with a new way to deliver any

experience across any digital channel from a single CMS.

CONVERSATIONAL MARKETING
Sendbird launched SmartAssistant, a highly flexible AI

chatbot for apps that provides high-quality responses to user

queries.

https://www.cabinetm.com/product/anotherzero/anotherzero
https://www.cabinetm.com/product/ringcentral/ringcx
https://www.cabinetm.com/product/yext/yext-content
https://www.cabinetm.com/product/sendbird/sendbird-smartassistant
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Q3 2023 NEW PRODUCTS BY CATEGORY

CUSTOMER ENGAGEMENT
SkyCreek launched its Enterprise Communications

Platform, offering customer-centric organizations a game-

changing solution for orchestrating and delivering multi-

channel customer communications using Email, SMS, and

IVR.

Tidio launched Lyro, a conversational AI chatbot built for

SMBs, that focuses on hyper-personalized customer support

like a human agent would.

CUSTOMER DATA

PLATFORM (CDP)
Customer.io announced Data Pipelines, their new customer

data platform that allows you to Connect first-party data to

every tool in your tech stack.

Klaviyo announced the Klaviyo Customer Data Platform

(CDP) which offers advanced analytics to help businesses

understand their audience and performance.

CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE &

SUCCESS
Sendlane launched Sendlane Reviews, a free reviews tool

that delivers a simple and effective solution to fully

integrated review collection, management, and dynamic

display without additional platforms or costs.

https://www.cabinetm.com/product/skycreek/skycreek-enterprise-communications-platform
https://www.cabinetm.com/product/tidio/lyro
https://www.cabinetm.com/product/customerio/data-pipelines
https://www.cabinetm.com/product/klaviyo/klaviyo-customer-data-platform
https://www.cabinetm.com/product/sendlane/sendlane-reviews
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Q3 2023 NEW PRODUCTS BY CATEGORY

Insider launched Sirius AI, a Generative AI solution for

customer experience that combines the power of large

language models and machine learning.

DIGITAL ASSET

MANAGEMENT (DAM)
Cloudinary launched Cloudinary Nexus, a digital asset

management solution that empowers SMBs and teams with

the enterprise-grade capabilities needed to quickly and easily

connect, discover and adapt assets and grow their brand

with less effort, time and complexity.

EMAIL PLATFORMS
GiantCampaign launched an email marketing tool

designed to revolutionize the way businesses connect with

their audience.

ENTERPRISE DATA

MANAGEMENT
Baffle unveiled Data Protection for Analytics, a data security

solution that provides end-to-end controls for data ingestion

and consumption, making it easier to meet compliance

requirements without high deployment or management

overhead.

https://www.cabinetm.com/product/insider/sirius-ai
https://www.cabinetm.com/product/cloudinary/cloudinary-nexus
https://www.cabinetm.com/product/giantcampaign/giantcampaign
https://www.cabinetm.com/product/baffle/data-protection-for-analytics
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Q3 2023 NEW PRODUCTS BY CATEGORY

EVENTS: IN-PERSON &

VIRTUAL
Chati launched its virtual event platform designed to

transform how businesses, organizations, and communities

engage with global audiences in virtual and hybrid

environments.

INFLUENCER & ADVOCACY
impact launched impact Creator, an influencer marketing

platform that allows advertisers to discover, create, manage

and scale full-funnel influencer marketing programs from a

single interface.

INTEGRATIONS
SnapLogic announced SnapGPT, a generative integration

solution that allows users to integrate any applications or

data sources with natural language.

Acquia launched Acquia Exchange, an integration hub that

enhances the flexibility and extensibility of its digital

experience platform.

commercetools launched commercetools Connect, a tool

that makes it easier than ever for businesses to integrate

new components into the commercetools Composable

Commerce platform.

https://www.cabinetm.com/product/chati/chati
https://www.cabinetm.com/product/impact/impact-creator
https://www.cabinetm.com/product/snaplogic/snapgpt
https://www.cabinetm.com/product/acquia/acquia-exchange
https://www.cabinetm.com/product/commercetools/commercetools-connect
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Q3 2023 NEW PRODUCTS BY CATEGORY

MARKET RESEARCH
SOCi launched SOCi Surveys, a solution that empowers

businesses to proactively collect continuous first-party

feedback from customers to create more personalized

experiences.

MarketCast launched MarketCast Brand Tracking+, an

innovative new research solution that aims to transform how

traditional brand research is conducted by the world’s top

brands.

HULFT announced HULFT Square, an innovative iPaaS

solution that enables businesses to manage, develop,

integrate, and secure data and applications across any cloud

or on-premise location.

LIST DEVELOPMENT &

MANAGEMENT
AtData announced List Guard, an email list monitoring

solution that provides an "always-on" monitoring solution

that identifies email addresses that have become

problematic over time.

Crossing Minds released a new e-commerce data

enrichment product that makes e-commerce products

more intuitively discoverable to customers.

Productsup launched Product Guard PX, a solution that

enables brands and manufacturers to make their product

data readily available for syndication to all retailers,

distributors, marketplaces, and data pools in any required

format, securely and quickly.

https://www.cabinetm.com/product/soci/soci-surveys
https://www.cabinetm.com/product/marketcast/brand-tracking
https://www.cabinetm.com/product/hulft/hulft-square
https://www.cabinetm.com/product/atdata/list-guard
https://www.cabinetm.com/product/crossing-minds/crossing-minds-data-enrichment
https://www.cabinetm.com/product/productsup/product-guard-px
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Q3 2023 NEW PRODUCTS BY CATEGORY

PERSONALIZATION
Constructor announced Attribute Enrichment, a solution

that improves online product catalog quality using deep

learning and machine vision.

Kognitiv introduced Kognitiv Ignite, an AI-native, outcome-

based, one-to-one personalization software designed to

reshape and propel brands’ customer engagement

strategies across owned channels.

OMNICHANNEL MARKETING
Omni Group launched Omni.me, an innovative

omnichannel platform that curates posts from various social

media platforms and shares updates with people, even if

they aren’t on those platforms.

MARKETING AUTOMATION
HCLSoftware launched HCL Marketing Cloud, a solution

designed specifically to assist marketers in managing their

end-to-end marketing needs, from planning, executing, and

analyzing omni-channel marketing campaigns.

ClickDimensions launched ClickDimensions PowerPack, a

product set to redefine the landscape of B2B sales and

marketing.

https://www.cabinetm.com/product/constructor/attribute-enrichment
https://www.cabinetm.com/product/kognitiv/kognitiv-ignite
https://www.cabinetm.com/product/the-omni-group/omnime
https://www.cabinetm.com/product/hclsoftware/hcl-marketing-cloud
https://www.cabinetm.com/product/clickdimensions/clickdimensions-powerpack
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Q3 2023 NEW PRODUCTS BY CATEGORY

Firework announced One-to-one Video Chat, a virtual

shopping solution that brings the connectivity, convenience,

and personalization of in-store shopping to the digital

customer experience.

RETAIL: ECOMMERCE

PHOTOGRAPHY
Artisse unveiled its personalized photography AI app that

empowers users to create perfect, highly personalized

photos instantly and effortlessly, marking a transformative

shift in the photography industry.

Wondershare introduced VirtuLook, a revolutionary AI

product set to transform how SMBs and ecommerce owners

create product images.

Writerly AI launched EKOM, a first-of-its-kind digital asset

creation and optimization engine.

SEARCH ENGINE

MARKETING (SEM)

https://www.cabinetm.com/product/firework/one-to-one-video-chat
https://www.cabinetm.com/product/artisse/artisse
https://www.cabinetm.com/product/wondershare/virtulook
https://www.cabinetm.com/product/ekom/ekom
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Q3 2023 NEW PRODUCTS BY CATEGORY

Nomad Go announced METAshelf, a technology that is

replacing manual inventory counting and barcode scanning

with instantaneous inventory management.

VIDEO CREATION TOOLS
Lucihub launched its video production platform and mobile

app that enables communications professionals to quickly

and affordably create quality video content.

Crunch Mediaworks launched Optimus, a revolutionary

media processing platform designed for both technical

developers seeking seamless API integration and content

creators looking to optimize, upscale and enhance their

videos and images effortlessly across popular cloud storage

platforms.

Prontopia launched its AI-powered Software as a Service

platform designed to revolutionize video production for

businesses.

SUPPLY CHAIN

MANAGEMENT

EX.CO launched its full online video platform for global

publishers, which includes everything a digital publisher

needs to execute a successful video strategy on 100% of their

digital pages.

VIDEO MEASUREMENT

https://www.cabinetm.com/product/nomad-go-inc/metashelf
https://www.cabinetm.com/product/lucihub/lucihub
https://www.cabinetm.com/product/crunch-mediaworks/optimus
https://www.cabinetm.com/product/prontopia/prontopia
https://www.cabinetm.com/product/experience-company/exco-ovp
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Q3 2023 NEW PRODUCTS BY CATEGORY

VIDEO PLAYERS AND

DISTRIBUTION
Cvent unveiled Cvent Events+, a solution that delivers an

always-on branded event hub to promote future events and

webinars, and showcase video content from past events.

WEB DEVELOPMENT &

DESIGN
Wix released Wix Studio, a web creation and development

platform that combines AI-powered features, the latest

design and development capabilities and seamless

workflows for multi-site management to help agencies

create projects with greater quality and velocity.

Relume launched its AI-powered site builder that allows

users to easily create website wireframes with just a prompt

and export them to Figma and Webflow, saving time and

streamlining the website creation process.

WEB PERFORMANCE &

SECURITY
Infisign launched its Identity and Access Management

platform, a unique solution to offer passwordless

authentication using the ground-breaking Zero Trust

approach.

https://www.cabinetm.com/product/cvent/cvent-events
https://www.cabinetm.com/product/wix/wix-studio
https://www.cabinetm.com/product/relume/relume
https://www.cabinetm.com/product/infisign/infisign


15 NEW TOOLS

2 VENDOR WITH NEW AI CAPABILITIES 

$318M FUNDING TOWARDS AI

AI 
SPOTLIGHT
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HAVE YOU BEEN
KEEPING UP WITH ALL
THINGS AI IN Q3?
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VENDOR 
ACTIVITY

SCAN THE NEW
FEATURE LIST TO SEE
IF YOU NEED TO CHAT
WITH YOUR VENDORS.
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VENDOR 
ACTIVITY

ARE YOU FULLY
UTILIZING ALL YOUR
TOOLS?
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VENDOR 
ACTIVITY

DO YOU KNOW WHAT
YOUR VENDORS ARE
UP TO?
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M&A 
ACTIVITY DOES 1 + 1 = 3?



Q3 brought in 39% less than the amount Q2 brought in for MarTech and MarTech-related

companies. We identified a total of $1.9B in investment this quarter.

  

Funding was spread across 19 categories with one category representing 38% of the total.
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LOOKING
AHEAD WHERE INVESTMENT IS

HAPPENING (Q3 2023)

63% of funding went to 6 companies whom each raised $100M or more. 

Top raises: 

Millions

Note: One company,
Databricks raised

$500M 



OCTOBER
2023

Questions?  Contact Erica Ross (eross@cabinetm.com)
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CabinetM helps modern marketing and sales teams manage the
technology they have and find the tools they need. The CabinetM
marketing technology management platform enables full lifecycle support
around technology discovery, qualification, implementation, and
management. 

Marketing teams using CabinetM gain critical visibility and leverage to
save time, money, drive revenue, and manage digital transformation. 

The company has built the industry’s most comprehensive database of
over 15,000 marketing tools across 500+ categories, and currently has the
largest set of marketing technology adoption data as a result of hundreds
of marketing stacks that have been built, and are being managed, on the
platform. CabinetM subscribers have full access to the aggregated,
anonymized data through StackInsights.


